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Visiting Prospective Students
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camera. The annual water show will bo hold Thursday through Saturday In tbo
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aad deal I to 4 pjo.. and will bo available on tho nights ol tho performaace.

Honor Societies1 Value
Pointed Out Bv Deans
By Carl Schwobol

An honor society is an organization designed to bring:
recognition to those students
who have distinguished themselves in one or more areas of
college endeavor. On our campus there is a wide variety of such
organizations. Unfortunately, there
are those students who. each year,
refuse invitations to join because
they lack knowledge of the purpose and value of membership in
these groups.
However, honor societies do
more than honor. Many operate
in the same fashion as other clubs,
endeavoring to hrinir their members in closer contact with the
professional world they expect to
enter in »r» future.
Or. Emerson O. Shuck, dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, stated,
"An honor society should offer
to a member not only recognition,
but also the opportunity to develop further the qualities for which
he is being recognized and to use
these qualities in service to others
in his society."
Can Bo Influential
An honorary society, if it is well
established and efficiently organized, can be very influential for
the student while he is in college
and.'in many cases, more so when
he is graduated, said Dean Shuck.
P.\ Benjamin L. Pierce, dean of
the College of Business Administration, said, "If an employer, or
any person with whom the honor
student may come in contact in
later life, realizes that this person was a member of a well recognized hinor society, the ftrst
impression will be that this individual is a good scholar."
There may be many valid reasons such students refuse membership, but a definite answer to the
question is not readily available.
Possible answers could be lack of
interest, the cost, or unawareness
of the prestige involved in membership.
Dean Shuck said, "It is possible
that past reluctance of the student
is not the rejection of the honorary idea. It could well be that the
student is being adult The organizations could be at fault, also. If
the honorary is concerned, maybe
it should analyze itself as to what
it has to offer."
Only Btoo.nl Inows
In actuality, only the student
knows the answer to the question
at hand. The honorary societies
are not trying to force membership. Rather they want to extend
recognition and stimulation to the
deserving student. A student approached by an honor society
should base his decision on the possible advantages of becoming a
member and what it will mean
to him now and in the future.
At Bowling Green there are
three divisions of honor groups.
The oldest in the strictly academic
honor society group is Book and
Motor. According to Lewis V.
Manhart, professor of business administration. Book and Motor was
organized in 1914 and is the only
organization of which a student
can become a member regardleas
of hia field of study. The required
minimum grade average is 3.6. The
president of Book and Motor is
Robert Reublin. Professor Manhart Is adviser.
Another strictly scholastic society is Phi Eta Sigma, a national
scholarship honor group for freshman men. Dr. Joseph K. Balogh,
professor of sociology, is adviser.
Bete Gamma Sigma is a national
(Continued on Page 2)

Students Clip Ads;
Stores Tally Sales
To Evaluate Issue
More than 1,035 ad coupons
were returned to stores in response to the special B-G News
community service project held
last week, according to Roger Andrews. News advertising manager.
"Some of the stores were sold
out of their sale items only ■ few
hours after the News was released." he stated. "The project
was extremely satisfactory considering the poor weather conditions and the fact that the specials
were offered during the middle of
the week."
In an attempt to evaluate the
project, the News advertising department is conducting a followup survey of all the participating
stores. The questionnaire used includes items asking for the general percentage of increased sales of
regular priced merchandise over
the two-day period, the total coupons returned for sale items, and
the number of items completely
sold out. The object of the survey
is to help determine the general
readership of the News, ad readership, and the advisability of making the project an annual or biannual event. The tabulated report
will be sent to the advertisers participating in the project.

14.033 miles traveled . . . 249 schools visited . . . 5,869
prospective students interviewed between Oct. 6, 1969 and
March 14, 1960. These fifrures represent only a portion of the
work that is being; done by the admissions office and James
E. Hof, admissions officer.
"Actually we have talked to more students than the above
number indicates," Mr. Hof

Emergency Aid Bill
Passed By Council
A bill governing all-campus
charities drives was unanimously
passed by the Student Council at
the March meeting.
The new bill states that each
United Campus Appeal must provide for a Student Emergency
Fund to be used "solely for aid to
BGSU students in emergencies
where other University funds ore
not available."
Other sections of the bill outline
procedures for conducting the
United Campus Appeal and any
other charity drives the Student
Charities Board deem necessary.
Any student organization that
wishes to conduct a fund raising
drive within ita own membership
will not be affected by this bill.
Only 12 of the regular Council
members were present at the
March 24 meeting, two loss than
the 14 needed for a quorum.
A new bill for the Student Orientation Board was proposed and
discussed, but because of lack of
a quorum, the proposed bill could
only be discussed.

After hearing the evidence as
presented by prosecuting attorney
Harvey Bibicoff and defense counsel Tom Eddy, the Judicial Board
rendered a verdict of guilty on
both charges. The Board prescribed the following sentence to Delta Upsilon: On the first charge,
the fraternity shall be placed on
social probation for a period of
one semester, and the individuals
involved therein shall receive appropriate disciplinary action from
the office of the dean of men; on
the second charge, the fraternity
was suspended from the University for a period of one year and
fined $200.
Because of mitigating circumstances, namely the actions taken by
the chapter itself and by its national fraternity to help correct
the violations, the social probationary period and the year's suspension were suspended. However,
the 1200 fine stands as originally
sentenced.
The attorneys for the defense
and the prosecution agreed that in
the best interests of the fraternity
system, the hearing should be closed to the general public.

Honorable Mention
Received By Fruth
Lester Fruth, senior in the department of geology, recently received an honorable mention in
the National Science Foundation
Graduate Fellowship competition.

As part of Mr. Hof's job, he
travels to various high schools, representing Bowling Green at career
day and college night programs.
"We receive many requests to
attend such programs," he said,
"and we visit the high schools only
by invitation. When we know that
we will be at a certain hig.h school
on a particular day, we inform
other key high schools in that area
of our intended arrival. If they de-

The Student Elections Board
will refer the names of II candidates in the recent all-campus
election to the Student Court for
failing to comply with an election
rule.
The election rule that was broken
was No. 6-F, which states: No
signs are to be placed in or on
academic buildings or the Union
except where provided for, such
as on the bulletin board of the
Administration Bldg.
Acting Election Board chairman
Judy Fiebiger requested that fines
of SI be suggested to Student
Court with the recommendation
that all fines be suspended because
of insufficient evidence.

'Management' Is Topic
Of Pure Oil Official
An illustrated lecture on "Management for Volume and Profit" will be presented by G. R.
Fenner. personnel relations representative of the Pure Oil Company, in the Wayne-Harrison
Rooms of the Union at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow.
The program has been arranged
by a group of students in the College of Business Administration,
assisted by Lewis F. Manhart, professor of business administration.

No. 40

Wednesday's Concert
Features Harpsichord
/ A.M. tales Granted
For Penny Night
The Association of Women Students will sponsor a Penny Night
Saturday, April 2, for which all
women on campus may have one
o'clock permissions, provided they
pay 30 cents or a penny per minute paat 12:30 a.m.
The purpose of Penny Night is
to raise funds for a scholarship to
be presented to the outstanding
freshman woman at the AWS
Leadership Banquet in the fall.
AWS hopes to have a Penny
Night every year to provide for
this scholarship. The goal is $100.
There will be an AWS representative at the door to collect the
money as the women go to their
respective dorms.

Wiring Causes Fire
A wiring defect in the room of
Mrs. John Smith, Siirma Nu head
resident, caused a fire which resulted in an undetermined amount
of damage to that part of the
house early Saturday afternoon.
The Howling Green fire department was called. Until the fire
truck arrived, three of the members, John Perrotti, (lone Higgins,
and Jim Simonton fought the
blaze.

Collegiate Chorale, under the direction of Cardon V. Burnham,
director of choral activities, will
present its annual baroque concert
featuring a harpsichord accompaniment at 8:16 p.m. tomorrow in the
recital hall. Hall of Music.
"The performance is as close
as possible to the original method.
For example, we utilize the baroque organ, harpsichord, and various wind instruments," said Professor Burnham.
"It is very seldom we hear programs devoted to this type of
music. The room is designed for
this type of concert, as It is very
intimate. The audience will be
seated in a wide crescent around
the performers. There is no 'wall'
for the performers to overcome.
Much of the time, the audience will
be looking over the performers'
shoulders at the music," added
Professor Burnham.
The program includes: "Canzona per Sonare No. 2," by Gabrleli; "Alleliun," by Scarlatti; "With
Drooping Wings," "Dido's Lament," "O Give Thanks unto the
Lord," by Purccll; "Jesu, Joy and
Treasure," by Buxtehude; "Shout
to the Lord," by Pachelbel; and
"Cantata No. 4: Christ Lay in the
Bonds of Death," by Bach.
The program is open to the
public.

Mistress Of The Inn Production
Is Termed 'A Job Well Done
By Coanlo Dick

Election Violations
Referred To Court

Delta Upsilon Declared Guilty;
Sentence Partially Suspended
Delta Upsilon, charged by the
Intcrfraternity Council with violating Articles III and IV, "Aims
and Purposes." of the IFC Constitution, and certain standing regulations of the University, was
found guilty on both accounts by
the Judicial Board March 23.

stated. "The 6,869 are students who have shown an interest
in attending Bowling 0 een and
have filled out prospect cards."

Green, Ohio. Tuesday. March 29. I960
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sire our services, they contact the
University."
The career da)' programs presented by the various high schools
vary considerably, according to
Mr Hof. He has addressed high
school students of all ages, talked
lo both large and small groups,
•Has given talks that last anywhere
from 10 minutes to an hour, has
been involved in five-man panel
discussion programs, and at one
time was one of more than 100
university and college representatives Ui take part in a career day
program.
"For the most part we attempt
to give the prospective student a
complete picture of the University
und campus," said Mr. Hof. "We
acquaint him with the University's
building program, its enrollment
size, the three colleges and their
course offerings, the acudemir
strength of the faculty, credit
hours, costs, scholarships and aids,
extracurricular activities, sororities and fraternities, and we supply the student with helpful literature."
"I've visited large and small
high schools and have met many
different types of students," said
Mr. Hof, "and I've found one aspect of high school life that is
common to all—the between-class
bell. I soon discovered that when

The battle of the sexes, as revealed in "Mistress of the Inn,"
the University Theatre's thesis
show, presented March 24 and 25,
was brought to life by the superb
acting of those in the play.
Diana Kithcart, playing the lead
as Mirandcllna, the mistress of the
inn, did a splendid job convincing
the many men who courted her
that "women are the only decent
things God has ever made." A good
part of her effective communication in the role was due to her
directness. Each of her lines was
presented In a direct manner, to
achieve the <lesired effect.
A sinii!..r direct and articulate
performance was given by Gerry
Smith in his role as the Cavalier.
Despite his captivation by the flirtatious mistress, he remained consistent in his characterization.
Bob Sealander, though he did
not present as capable a performance as he did earlier in the year,
as Gramps in "Petrified Forest,"
did a commendable job. The first
part of the piay seemed to give
him the most trouble. His characterization improved during the last
part of the first act
After this, he commanded the
attention of the audience with his
noble dignity. His witty remarks
were delivered with great effectiveness.
The second act proved to be the
most humorous and enjoyable. Thil

was achieved partly by the comical
actions of William Rlair, a newcomer to the stage, in his role as
a servant to the Cavalier. It waa
in this act that the play seemed
to be at its funniest.
Mike Fink, Wendy Blakcly, and
Kern Borger cannot go without
mention. Each did a fine job. it
was the entertaining quality of
each character that made the play
a success.
Our hat is off to Jim De Young,
graduate assistant in speech and
director of the play, and to Sandy
Clark, graduate assistant in speech
and technical director for this
production, and to the cast and
erew members for a job well done.

Things Look Blurry?
See Lost And Found
All the glasses that have been
accumulated in the lost and found
department during this school
year are being displayed between
3:30 and 4:45 p.m. today through
Friday in the Union Activities office.
Students who have lost glasses
should check those on display.
The lost and found department
will exhibit a group of the lost
articles each week. Next week,
gloves and mittens are being
shown. In the following weeks,
notebooks, school supplies, and
scarves will be exhibited. The
project is a part of the work of
the CampuB Services Committee.

Symposium Speaker

(Continued on page 4)

Final Parts Of Key Complete;
Staff Waiting To Check Galleys
Memorial Hall Interior
Is Almost Complete
"From the present looks of Memorial Hall, one would think that
construction will never end. But
actually, construction on the inside of the building Is nearly completed," said Jack Youmans, capital improvements inspector.
"As a matter of fact, the plumbing, electrical, and cement work is
completed. The locker rooms,
which are located on the east side
of the building, are practically
ready for use. Seven of the nine
trusses have been erected, in spite
of the bad weather," added Mr.
Youmans.
The completion date for Memorial Hall is Sept. 15. The field
house will accommodate approximately 6,500 spectators for Falcon basketball games.

"All we ran do now is sit back
and wait," said Carol Geer, editor
of the Key. "We have sent all the
final sections of the annual in to
the printer and are now waiting
for the galleys to come back so we
can make a final check."
"We hope the book will be the
best ever," she continued, "but the
final decision will be made by the
students."
This year's Key will set a record
for number of copies placed on
order, 3,700, and also will have a
record number of pages, 320, or 16
more than last year's annual.
There will be a special section,
with small areas of gold throughout, to commemorate the Fiftieth
Anniversary, said Miss Geer.

Pat Finn In Findlay

Miss Patricia A. Finn received
her MA. degree from the University in January and is now teaching sociology at Findlay College.

COMMONI COMMENTS—Dr. Wilson M. Compkro. formor pr.ild.nl ol the
Slate College of Washington, delivers hU address on oducatlon Saturday oxealoq hi the ballroom of tho Union. Dr. Compton was one of three speakers to appear In Ike year's Una! symposium. Saturday and Sunday. A symposium review
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Editorially Speaking

Campus Contagion
There are about 6,700 students on campus who can't wait
to come down with a most contagious disease. As a matter of
fact, the unduly late arrival of the germ-carrying warm
weather gives indication that the epidemic will be the most
widespread on record when it finally hits campus. We're speaking, of course, about the favorite collegiate disease—"Spring
fever."
The major symptoms are immediately recognizable—neglected assignments, an irrepressible desire to socialize, and a
serious weakening of the powers of concentration.
These symptoms are not considered fatal in the early
stages. However, the transition from the early stages to the
late stages is rapid. In the latter state the afflicted student
finds himself hopelessly behind in his studies and sick with
the knowledge that he will end the year far below his normal
standards of achievement.
The really bad cases we've known about in the past aren't
around any longer to infect fellow students. They were sent
home to recover from the malignancy that grows out of
spring fever—academic deficiency.
The cure? Actually, no cure-all has been developed, but
a balanced diet of study and socializing, supplemented with
strong doses of will power, is considered the best medicine.
With certain exposure to the "fever" bug just around
the corner, it's time to be aware of the consequences of overexposure. This is particularly true for those who will experience their first case of the disease in college.
We're not trying to squelch anyone's fun; just passing
along a few tips that will assure their return to catch the
"fever" again next spring.

College Circuit

Loyalty Oath Provokes Debate
By Keith Sander*

One of the most widely debated issues in the nation's
college press for the past few months has been the loyalty
oath provision of the Federal Student Loan Program. The loyality oath is basically this: When a student receives an education grant from the government, he must in turn take an
oath that he will not participate in un-American activities
or groups. Many college stucess over again. Commenting on an
dents have interpreted this
upcoming election, h. warned that
oath requirement as being a direct
insult. The University of Kansas
Daily Kansan said of the oath,
"The oath, in effect, asks us to
guarantee the government that we
are loyal citizens. This is like
telling a man he must prove his
love for his mother."
Yale and Harvard were among
the iirat colleges to drop out of
e»se»«xa«"w
the program because of the
oath
requirement.
Their
prestige in education circlet
hat
brought
many other colleges to adopt
the same policy.
The American
Council on Edu-

Sand.,.

,C*t,0n SBSS

the
affidavit
for a number of reasons. The
Council calls it discriminatory, unfair, inappropriate, superfluous,
and ineffective.
However, the Clark College
(Wash.) Penguin's Progress points
out that "there is a legitimate use
for loyalty oaths aa long as Communist infiltration continues In an
effort to weaken and destroy our
country from within." The Davidsonlan, of Davidson College, criticised Yale and Harvard, stating
"The real right that has been
denied Is the right of needy students to obtain funds in order to
further their educations because
of the institutions' refusals to
accept the loyalty oath along with
the funds."

* * *
A Dak* Uni».r.liy anthropology
I"'*'"" recently threatened le
•Ian Ike whoS* eroluttoeary pie-

II a certain candidate were elected
president, he'd begin ..arching (or
■one Intelligent chimpanzee.. It
seem, that he want, to take hi. animal Irl.nd.. eel out lor the moon,
and .tart all ever again.

* * *
University of Cincinnati students can thank the "Big 0," Oscar
Robertson, for another benefit they
are about to receive because of his
efforts on the basketball floor.
This time they will be excused
from classes so thst they may attend a special convocation honoring
Cincinnati's basketball team. In
what should be an Impressive ceremony, Robertson's full uniform,
the now famous "number 12," will
be retired.

• * •
from the University ol Detroit
come, a note of embanaument
from a coed. She was bard pat to
find something to My to make
father, attending the Women'.
League Father-Daughter Night feel
at horn.. She finally settled on a
poem .he thought would put the
Dads at ease. The poem put the
Dads at ease all right, but also
put the coed on the spot and at the
center of much embaraument. The
reason! One IIn. In the poem read.
"Every single lather here Is welcome."

• * *
A story carried in one western
college paper recently, undoubtedly had high readership. The story
had to do with the apparent theft
of • human skull and a preserved
human brain from the college science building. But it was preceded
by the arresting headline: "Teacher Loses Brain."

'Wind Cast Named,

Many Honoraries
Open To Students
(Continued from page 1)
honor society for business administration. Dr. John R. Davidson,
assistant to the dean of the College
of Business Administration, is president and Professor Manhart is
adviser.
The remaining campus organlsatlona are divided Into departmental and extracurricular classifications. One such extracurricular society is Cap and Gown, leadership honor society for senior
women. Mary Laraen Is president
and Mrs. Florence Currier, dean
of women, adviser. Another Is
Omicron Delta Kappa, national
leadership honor society for men.
Horse Sanderson is president and
Dr. Lloyd A. Helms, dean of the
Graduate School, is adviser.
There are 84 departmental type
honor societies. A complete listing of these organisations, their
presidents, advisers, and founding
date* may be found on pages 53
through 57 of the Student Handbook.

44 Are To Appear
Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, chairman of the speech department and
director of the University Theater's last major production for the
year, "Inherit the Wind," has cast
44 persons for the play. Of these,
81 are male roles and It are female rolea.
Hale cast members include: Bert
Ronke, BUI Gilsdorf, graduate assistant In speech; Lou Bove, Joe
Cloutkr, Ron O'Leary, Dave Campbell, Hike Pink, Jerry Jester,
Chuck Schultx, Ron Van Lien,
Glen Schmidt, Louis Mattachione,
Alan Aufderhelde, Thomas Parker, Gerald Wela, Gregory Mrosko,
Edward Thels, Sam Mehriey, Ned
Adamson, Rod Hanson, Jerry
Brans, Frederick Skelton, Hark
Lore, Larry
Rockefeller,
Bob
Dowdall, Jim Brann, and Skip
Ferderber.
Cast la the female rolea are:
Karen Keeling. Wendy Blakely,
LaDelk Gerlach, Barbara Uhl,
Connie Dick, Kay Obenour, Jody
Edwards, Mary Lou Mitchell,
Carol Peatee, Carol Qulmby, Harie
Miles, Sue Rouse, aad Joan Va

NAMES
in the
NEWS
CarUeen Andestad
Carlleen Andested, Student
Body secretary, is majoring in
personnel administration and minoring in secretarial administration
in the College of Business Administration.
PMIss Andestad also is president of Chi
Omega sorority,
and a member
of Book and
Motor,
the
Council on Student Affairs,
the Student
Handbook committee, treasurer of the senior
Ande.tad
-BUI S pun 'ss«p
jorette in the marching band.
"After I am graduated next
year. 1 think I'd like to get a job
out West — in California, probably," Miss Andestad said.
Dove Hunger
The newly elected president of
the sophomore class, Dave Hunger,
is a freshman in the College of
Liberal Arts
with an undeclared major.
"I'm considering quite a
few fields, really," said Hunger. "Among
them are pre1 a w,
English,
speech, and political science."
He is a memH,
ber
of the
""•,
ROTC rifle team, the debate team,
the FREM committee, the Union
Activities Organisation committee,
and is a pledge of Kappa Sigma
fraternity.

Series Of Symposia Closes
With Trio Of Education Talks
By Sherry Canton
Approximately

50 0

stu-

dents, faculty, and townspeople attended each of the
two sessions of the Education Symposium
Saturday,
while more than 1,500 were
on hand to hear the third event
Sunday. It was the fifth and final
in a series of symposia in observance of the University's Fiftieth
Anniversary.
"Those of us involved in teacher education, whether as students
or as teachers, work under several
basic handicaps—handicaps imposed by the academic world, by our
students, by the public, and by ourselves," commented Dr. R. Free.
man Butts in his opening statement at 2:30 p.m. Saturday. Dr.
Butts, William F. Russell Professor in the Foundations of Education at Columbia University, spoke
on "Teacher Education Between
Two Worlds."
Dr. Wilson M. Compton, director of the Council for Financial

April 15 Is Deadline
For Aid Applications
"All upperclass students are
urged to file applications for scholarships and grants-in-aid before
going home for spring vacation,"
said Robert E. McKay, student
financial aid counselor.
Mr. McKay added that April 1f>
is the deadline for making application. Any student who docs
not meet this deadline will not get
another chance to file an application, he said.

Derr Discusses Communication;
Says We're Not Well-Informed
"Today we have an extensive communication system.
There is approximately one newspaper for every family in
the United States, not to mention the 160 million radios and
45 million television sets. In spite of all this we are not well
informed," said Dr. Raymond Derr, associate professor of
journalism, in his presentation of "Well—Whataya Know?"
.
t at Cobus Hour, March 23.

An Open Letter
Dear Charities Board:
I have been waiting for Friday's
B-G News to come out to see what
the final total contributions to the
United Campus Appeal would be.
I certainly am alarmed to sec the
results. I thought perhaps there
was a misprint, but I guess some
groups actually did donate only
a few dollars. I wonder when students will feel the need to give a
substantial sum toward a charity
drive? Surely when they are married, and have families, and standing in their communities, they
will allow a definite part of their
income for donations toward charitable organisations.
I feel that having the speakers
at the houses on the second day
of the three-day drive was an excellent idea. I think they probably
sparked some enthusiasm toward
the drive, but I guess not enough!
I would like to offer some suggestions for further drives. The
drive has been handled in somewhat the same manner since I
have been a freshman. I wish that
the plaque would not be given at
all. There doesn't need to he a
winning group. Sometimes the
competition angle is carried too
far on this campus, and I think
this is one time when it is not
necessary.
Besides, the
same
groups seem to be receiving it
every year.
There are some answers to this,
whether they are apparent or not.
Maybe there could be some type
of benefit program, whereby all
proceeds are given to the drive. I
have heard that, at another college, the faculty acted in a play
as a part of the charities drive. It
is inevitable that It was a well-attended affair! I am sure that there
are plenty of other ideas. What
happened to the Charities Ball?
My point is that the competition
idea of which I am not in favor,
could be eliminated.
I understand, too, that students
here are not very wealthy, but If
their money was budgeted, surely
a dollar would not be missed. That
dollar plus other dollars given may
benefit them in the future. This
drive is getting to be a problem,
and there must be a way to aolve it.
Joan Megrew

Official
Announcements
Sack** Weak led assies' tkesa all
iiaHiaw kaBs anst be whmlrt.il to
■elk Seeder. Akefca Chi Oeeega fcoeee.
by 4 BJB. Tkeaeear.

He asked the group, "Is it
because these news sources do not
tell the reader the whole story or
is it because the average reader is
laxy?"
Dr. Maurice Mandell, associate
professor of business administration, said he thought papers were
big business and therefore had to
print what appealed to the average reader. He said the public
wants more comic strips and personal items so this is what the
newspapers give them. "Sensationalism is the type of journalism
being printed today," said Dr.
Mandell.
Many persons in attendance
contributed to the discussion. Statements made in defense of the reader, or on the side of the reader,
were that not all the significant
news is available in newspapers
even if the reader wants to read
it; and that publications do not
concern themselves with providing
for the wants of readers. For publications, it waa stated that newspapers are like stores—the smaller
one cannot be expected to carry aa
much news as the larger ones. Said
a student: "Maybe the details are
not always there, but most people
would not read them if they were.
I read only what is interesting to
me."
Dr. Galen Stutsman, associate
professor of business education,
will present the topic, "An Education—What Is It?", at Cobus Hour.
3:30 p.m., tomorrow, in the
Dogwood Suite of the Union.

Aid to Education, Inc., New York,
and speaker for the Saturday evening session, chose the topic, "Looking Ahead From Behind At American Higher Education."
The future of American higher
education, according to Dr. Compton, depends on six crucial points
—making higher education a
means to public and national security as well as a means to individual advancement, encouraging
the acceleration of our gifted children, accommodating an increasing number of students while at
the same time keeping high standards in both teaching and study,
restoration of honor in the teaching profession, ensuring a sufficient number of good teschers, and
sustaining financial support for
these teachers.
"Changing behavior is ns important as changes in physical development," stated Dr. Louise B.
Ames, secretary-treasurer and director of research at the Gesell
Institute of Child Development.
"But the biggest changes I've
noticed lately have been in University Unions," she added.
Dr. Ames, whose topic was "Is
Your Child Ready For School?"
emphasized studying the diffcrtnces between I.Q. and D.Q. (in-

telligence quotient and development quotient). Because of her accelerated physical and emotional
development, the average girl
should be six when she enters the
first grade, but the average boy
should be nearly seven, she said.
In summary, Dr. Ames stated,
"We must get over the notion
that competition is un-American
and learn to accept the fact that
some children are smarter than
others—instead of inaisting that
everyone is equal in all respects."

Hardback Books
Needed For Asia
The Arnold Air Society inaugurated a "Library for Asia" project
two weeks ago to help supply the
tools of learning to students in
underdeveloped Asian countries.
This drive, which depends upon
the book contributions of faculty
and students at the University, has
met with little response.
The hardcover books, to be used
to cultivate education and understanding among the Asian students, are being collected for shipment at the Air Force ROTC office, 31 Overman Hall. Contributions still are being accepted.

OiiCan^A^
Ihrar]""Tht Many
{Author of "I Wat a Teen-age Dmrnf.'
Ixnet of Dobii OiUit", etc)

WHO WENT TO THE PROM-AND WHY
"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is Werlher
Sigafoos. I sit next to you in psych. I'm kind of dumpy and
I always wear a sweat shirt."
"I'm afraid I don't remember you," said Anna Iivia Plurabelle.
"I'm the one whose lecture notes you've been borrowing for
two years," said Werlher.
"Oh, yes!" said Anna Livia. "What do you wish, Walter?"
"Werther," said Wexther. "What I wish is to take you to the
Junior Prom next April."
"But this is November 27, Westnor," said Anna Livia.
"Werther," said Werther. "Yes, I know, but you are so round
and beautiful that I was afraid you might have a date already.1!
"Aa a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna Livia.
-Werther," said Werther. "Oh, drat!"
Anna Livia did not really have a date, but she was expecting
to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athletic and BMOC, handsome
as Apollo, smooth as ivory, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker
of Marlboro cigarettes which even without his other achievements would stamp him as a man with know-how, with a
pleasure-oriented palate. If you think flavor went out when
niters came in, try a Marlboro. This one brims with seat and
tip and the good, mild taste so dear to those who smoke for the
pure joy of it. Get yourself a pack of Marlboro* and listen to
your friends say, "There, by George, goes a smoker who knowa
a hawk from a handsaw."
But I digress. Anna livia waited and waited for Stewart
Stalwart to ask her, but two days before the Prom, to everybody's amazement, he asked Rose-of-Sharon Schwarts, a nondescript girl with pavement-colored hair and a brief c

I tyve decided WsaepfptrmmteAnna livia immediately phoned Werther Sigafoos. "My
Prom date has come down with a dread virus," she said, "aad
I have decided to accept your invitation, Waldrop."
f Werther," said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders 1"
The next day Anna livia received a phone call from Stewart
Stalwart "My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"
he said. "Will you go with me?"
"Certainly," she said and promptly phoned Werther and said,
"I have some down with a dread virus and cannot go to the
Prom with you, Whipstitch."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, mice and rats!"

■Bowuty Green State VtAvt«ihj
EDJTOsUAI. STAFF
tarry Cotf-an _

So Anna Livia went to the Prom with Stewart and who do you
think they ran into? Rcee-of-Sharon with Werther, that's who I
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon because aha
always did his homework, but she had weaseled out because she
really wanted to go with Werther with whom she felt a great
oneness because they were both ao dumpy. He fell wildly in
love with her at the Prom, and today Uiey arc married and run
a very successful five-minute auto wash in New Ben, N. C.
Anna Livia and 8tewart are happy, too. They are still juniors
aad save not missed a prom in sixteen years.

Wt hop* IPOU'U be smoking Marlboro* ■« four preen—or sf
■on like mildness but you okm't like Mtere—Fhilifi Morris—
from the —me makers.
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Baseball Expressions
Explained To Females

Young Ideas

Athletic Banquet Is Big Success
ly Dam Young
This year's athletic banquet was the biggest in BG history,
not only because of the outstanding accomplishments of our
athletic teams, but also because of the number of persons in
attendance. The tables extended from one end of the ballroom
to the other. The speakers table probably was the longest at
any banquet held in the Union this year. There were approximately 40 persons seated at
wrestling and swimming teams and
the head table.
their coaches represented the UniDecorations for the banquet in- versity in the NCAA championcluded brown and orange ribbons ships. The wrestlers, going against
extending over the tops of the the top grapplers in the country,
tables, with gold-painted athletic lost in the opening rounds of the
figures standing as center pieces. championship at the University of
Maryland. Jim Hoppel was deThe figures represented the nine
cisioned by Jerry Frude of Wyomathletic teams. At the head table
ing, 8-1, in the 147-pound class.
were six trophies centered between
Bob Dake was defeated in the
two bouquets of flowers. The trop157-pound division by Gene Kerin
hies represented the Mid-American Conference football champion- of Maryland.
ship; MAC wrestling championSemlTinals
.-hip; Washington Touchdown Club
Sophomore sensation Gary LaTrophy to Doyt Perry; MAC swimPrise, no. 2 qualifier in the 50ming championship; All-Sports
yard freestyle with a time of 22.4,
Trophy; and the United Press Inwas just two-tenths of a second
ternational Football Trophy.
behind Hunter of Harvard. The
400-yard freestyle relay team of
President Ralph W. McDonald,
LaPrise, Ray Martin, Hank Reest,
while paying tribute to the athletes, also brought out the import- and Barry Walsh qualified sixth
with a time of 3.26:6. The five
ant part that the athletic program
teams above Bowling Green were
plays in Bowling Green's academic
Harvard,
Southern
California,
life. He remarked that athletics
never will be over-emphaaiied "a» Michigan, Yale, and Indiana.
Finals
long as the athletes realize that
The Falcon swimmers placed
the reason they are in college is to
well among the top swimmers in
get an education."
the country as they managed to
Two corrections need to be
garner a fifth and a sixth place.
made concerning the victory banLaPrise captured fifth place in the
quet story that appeared in last
60-yard freestyle with a time of
Friday's issue of the News. First,
:22.6. His time was just one tenth
Dr. Ralph G. Harshman, vice president of the University, introduced the coaches and athletes at the
of Harvard was the winner of the
banquet, not Dr. Elden T. Smith,
event, in 181.9. Hunter's mark tied
dean of students, as was reported.
the NCAA record for the event.
The other error was in connection
Bowling Green's 400-yard freewith the representative of the
style relay team took sixth in the
Alumni Association at the banquet.
finals with a time of 3:24.9. SouthThe official representative was
Lanny Miles, '57, not Perry Lan- ern California won the event in
the record-smashing time of
ning.
Jimmy Darrow
3:18.6. The old record of 3.20.7
had been set by Harvard in the
Bowling Green's ail-American
preliminaries.
Jimmy Darrow has been picked as
one of 12 players to play on the
nation's no. 1 Ail-Star team In the
Olympic team tryouts at Denver,
Thursday through Saturday. Other members of the team, which is
to be coached by Pete Newell of
California, are: Oscar Robertson
of Cincinnati; Jerry West of West
With the golf season only nine
Virginia; Darrall Imhoff of Calidays away, the Bwingers are prefornia; Tom Stith of St. Bonavenparing for their first encounter,
ture; Terry Dischinger of Purdue; with the University of Kentucky.
Tom Sanders of New York UniThe sports department of this
versity; Ron Johnson of Minne- paper thought it would be helpful
sota; Walt Bellamy of Indiana; to give a few terms that may be
Roger Kaiser of Oeorgia Tech; used in golf articles:
and Tony Jackson of St. John's.
Par-Standard number of strokes
A twelfth player will be chosen
for perfect play, allowing one, two,
soon.
or three shots to reach the green,
NCAA Championship
according to the length of the
Last week end, members of the
hole, and two putts on the green.
Ace—Hole-in-one.
Eagle—Two under par on a
hole.
Birdie—One under par on a hole.
Bogey—One over par on a hole.
Green—Putting area.
Chip—A ihot from the edge of
the green.
Match Play—This is hole-byhole competition between two players.
Dormie—Like match play, except
that the player who is leading the
match is as many holes up as there
are holes remaining to be played.
Spoon—A number 3 or 4 wood
club.
Brassie—A number 2 wood club.
Beach—Sand trap.
Carpet—Putting green.
Nineteenth hole—This is the
favorite hole for any true golfer.
It is the clubhouse grill.

ty M.tlr.da l_
Friday, April 1 is the day America's favorite pastime
comes to BG. Although baseball season brings delight to the
men on campus, it presents a problem to the women. Women
once again will be discarded because they cannot compete
with baseball, especially at the games. They will be told to
"wise up" because they cannot understand the terms used by
ardent male fans. Once again
we offer succor, as we did
in football, for the neglected women.

Outlook Is Dim

When the guys speak of "bean
balls," "can of corn," or a "dish."
they are not expressing hunger.
A "bean ball" is an illegal pitch
aimed at the head of the batter,
usually in an effort to make him
nervous (how sadistic). This, not
the little broom the umpire uses
to clean off home plate, la also
called a "duster."
A "can of corn" is a batted ball
which travels almost straight up
into the air, allowing one of the
infielders plenty of time to catch
it. Such a hit is sometimes called
"a home run in an elevator shaft."
too. What a ridiculous thought! A
"dish" is simply home plate.
SOPHOMORE SENSATION Gary LaPruw. •wlmmlnij far Ihe Falcons In the
NCAA Swimming Championships at Dallas last week end, placed fifth In the
finals of the 50-yard freestyle with a time of ill.l. In the semifinals. LaPrise
qualified In the no. 2 spot with a tune of i22.4. LaPrise eat also a member of
■owlina Green's 400 yard freestyle relay team which placed sunk In the finals
In 3:24.9.
[\
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'I'VE GOT TO
GET THERE
FIRST"
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"98"
Special
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ODETTA...
ODETTA.
Friday,
April 1—
8:30 p.m.

FREE
Handwriting Booklet

AT

98c

segalls
Acroe* from fit* Music Bldo.

Team 2 — Dave Hcin, Alpha
Tau Omega; Robert McClean, Phi
Delta Theta; Jim Allen, Sigma
Chi; Robert Heckman, Theta Chi;
Harvey Bibicoff, Zeta Beta Tau;
John Lucas. Beta Gamma; and
captain Jim Hitchings, Pi Knppa
Alpha.
Allen paced the losers with 12
points in the first half and five
in the last half to finish with a
total of 17 points, second high
among scorers for the evening.
McClean was the only other player in double figures for team 2.
with 12 points.
Buynacek was the. second high
scorer for the winners as he dropped in six points in the first half
and came back with eight in the
last to end with 14 points.
Both Ashbaugh and Fischer
scored nine points for the winners. Applin contributed four
points and Polansky added the
final two.
Bibicoff was the third leading
scorer for team 2 with six points.

on* of th« most exciting voice*
I've ever heard . . . Down Beat

TOLEDO* rnsT m A SERIES
Df rOLE COHCEHTS

2 Five Packs of Sheaffer
Skrip Cartridcj*. (98c)

FOR ALL FOUR

Phi Alpha: Jerry Zulch, Delta Tau
Delta; Fowler, Delta Upsilon;
Keith Sanders, Phi. Kappa P»i;
Jim Ashbaugh, Phi Kappa Tau;
Jim Fischer, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Mike PolRnsky, Tau Kappa Epsilon; and captain Andy Buynacek.
Kappa Sigma.

Odetta U a muaical and dramatic event

A $3.93 VALUE
$2.95 Sheaffer Cartridcje Pan

After trailing by three points at halftime, team 1 came

roaring back to trounce team 2, 58-43, in the first annual IFC
all-star basketball game, in Men's Gym Friday evening;. Ed
Fowler, who paced the winners with 20 points, was chosen the
outstanding player of the game. He was presented with a
trophy.
The lineups for the teams llcin netted five for the losers, and
were as follows:
Ditchings finished the scoring with
Team 1 — Ronald Applin, Alpha three points.

The Old West End Folk Music Society In
Association with DANIEL GORDON
PrvMtnta

the

in town when*

Fowler Most Valuable

THE

What can you ipoul about this r-raarkablw artlit? ET.IT laporlatWw 1B tb* dictionary ha* boqowd
down tho sacks of typo corwl»a
nor personality and prt-itntation
of Am-rican folk songs.
—Now York Tims*
Odotta Is a noblo artist.
"Odotta Is a vast influsncs on
oar cultural lifo. Wo aro fortunats
ladood In having such a woman
in our musical world. Those of
us who call oursslTss artists can
loam much from hor strsnglh.
simplicity, warmth, humor and
complsto humanity/' Harry Bolofonte.
—San Francisco ChrosucW

The winning team wan presented
a plaque after the game.

When your date refera to a
"gardener" or a "grass cutter,"
don't expect to look down on the
field and see a little man with a
hoe or a lawn mower. A gardener
is an outfielder and a grass cutter
is a sharply hit ball that skims
acrosa the top of the grass.
Such expressions as "choke,"
"beat
out,"
"bleeder,"
and
"dio" may lead you to think that
baseball is organized mayhem.
Actually, to "choke" the bat is to
grip it closer to the hitting surface
than usual to gain accuracy in
hitting the ball. To "beat out" is
to hit a ball to an ipfielder and
reach first base ahead of that
fielder's throw to first, for a hit.
A "bleeder" is a batted ball which
just trickles past the defensive
player for a weak base hit, and to
"die" is to be stranded on a base
when the third out is made.

Fri.. Apr. 22—RICHARD DYER BENNETT
Fri., May 13—JOSH WHITE

IM Events Announced
Softball for fraternities and independents begins April 4, with
track and field for those groupa
to commence at about the aame
time.
Other spring sports will include
bait and fly casting, shuffleboard,
horseshoes, archery, coed tennis,
coed softball, and the baseball
fielding and batting competition.

I

Falcon Golfers
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Fly AIR FRANCE to Calcutta.Khartoum or Dakar, :
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TOLEDO YOUTH CENTER
(Former Esquire Theater)
209 Superior St. Near Jeffenon
Tickets. »2. S3 and U — Available at
Hln.i World of Sound. 121 Madison AT... CH 4-0171
and GrlnneU-s. Jefferson & St Oab
Comina:

"They'll all be tough for ua"
waa the season outlook given this
week by Dr. Robert Keefe, coach
of the tennis team. Coach Keefe,
who will be starting his fifth year
aa BG's tennis mentor, will face
this year's court schedule with
only two returning lettermen.
Coach Keefe reports that "positions are wide open" for the alxman squad he will be leading in
the opening match, April 9 at Ohio
University. The Ohio U. match is
part of the team's spring vacation
trip, which will include action
against Marshall College, the University of Louisville, and round
robin competition against Bradley
and Washington Universities and
Illinois Normal School.
"The thing we need right now
is a break in the weather," Coach
Keefe remarked. When the Falcon
courtmen do start practice, Jim
Berger, a senior from Marion,
who has won two varsity letters for
BO, and Don Beran, a letter winner and junior from Parma, will be
Coach Keefe's only veterans from
lust year's varsity. The remainder
of BG's experienced material will
come from last year's freshman
squad, and will include Bill Lawrence, Pete Herold, Joe Kucklick,
and Joe Ortenii.

Although professional baseball
players have jobs out of season,
a "fireman" is not a player who
works for the fire department. He
is a relief pitcher who enters the
game in hopes of putting out the
"fire,"—-an opponent's rally.

Lanning Leads
"With only two lettermen returning this season we will have
to go with a few inexperienced
men," explained golf Coach Forrest Creason. "Ed Gregor, up from
the freshman team, should be a
lot of help this year."
Sixteen men are out for the
squad, with Perry Lanning and
Harold Warren the only two lettermen. The Falcon golfers will have
11 meets this season and will participate in two tournaments.
The other members of the varsity golf squad are: Jim Allen,
Glenn Apple, Bill Brookes, Bill
Cox, Walter Felgar, Ed Gregor,
Kalph Kuivinen, Cliff Misamore,
John Perrotti, James Pienta, Doug
Hharrow, Dale Webster, Tom Wheland, and Bob Fink.
Thirteen members have reported for the freshman golf team.
They are: Richard Hallett, Richard
Heyl, Bill Klingel, Dave Martell,
Jim McClore, Bob Pike, Juan Quintana. Charles Randall, Ed Theis,
Walter Wille, Walter Williams,
Paul Windisch, and David Win
Stanley.

For Courtmen

From WARNER BROS.
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South Sea Swing

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Greek News

Delta Zeta 'Man Of The Year'
To Be Presented At Rose Ball
The presentation of the Delta Zeta "Man of the Year1
will be one of the hiffhlighta of the annual DZ Roue Ball on
Saturday, April 2. The event will be held at the Pemberville
Legion Hall with Dick Blank and his orchestra providing
music.

IDYLLIC ISLANDERS—Flihneti and fl»h were a part of tho decoratlom at
ihe William* Hall mixer. "Souih 8M Island Swing," held at William. Hall Friday
nlahl. Reiidenli of Rodgen Quadrangle and Ihe Stadium Club wirt guest*.

Dorm News

April In Paris Theme Chosen
For headway Formal Dance
A pancake supper will be held
at 10 p.m. tomorrow for the residents of Treadway Hall. After the
.supper, .skits will he presented for
judging by head residents. The
judges will be: Miss Odessa Ryer,
temporary head resident of I,owry
Hall; Miss Jackie Gribbons, head
resident of Harmon Hall; and Mrs.
Ruth White, head resident of
Treadway Hall.
Also in the planning stage is
the Treadway Hall closed formal.
It will he held April 2!) in the
ballroom of the Union. The theme
chosen for the formal is "April in
Paris."
Other functions rerently held by
the dorm were a special "Sweetest
Week" campaign and a square
dance.
The week of March 21 through
26
was designated
"Sweetest
Week" by the women of Treadway At the beginning of the week,
each woman in the dorm drew a
name. Then, during the week, each
woman tried to do something to
make the person whose name she
drew feel like the sweetest person
in the dorm.
Tho Treadway Hall square
dance was held in the west dining
hall March 1H. Tho dances were
called by Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Wilson, professional square dance
callers from Detroit. Five seta of

couples attended and refreshments
were served.
Lowrr Hall

Kate Ruda, a senior from Canton, spoke to the residents of Lowly Hall March II on her trip to
Europe. She also showed slides of
some of the places she visited.
Miss Ruda studied with the
group attending the Summer
Study program sponsored by the
University. She had a University
scholarhi;>, and studied selected
Knglish courses in connection with
the trip.
WUllaau Hall
A scholarship banquet was held
in the Williams dining hall March
17. The banquet was in honor of
the residents receiving grade averages of .'1.5 or better.
Moon.y Hall
Mooncy Hall residents have
been busy planning for coming
social events. Included in theye
events will be a Mom's Week Knd,
which has been scheduled for May
21.
Bonnie Moore, second vice president of Mooncy, has been named
director of the Mooney Chorus,
which will participate in the May
Sing. Phyllis Rowley and Diane
Kitzerow have been named cochairmen of Mooney's Spring
Week End activities.

Hof Visits Many High Schools
In Career Days* Presentations
(Continued from page 1)
that hell rang, the best thing to
do was to stand aside."
"The prospect cards that high
school students complete often
provide the basis for some amusing
incidents," he continued. "One of
the more amusing cards was submitted by a young man who was
interested in agriculture. In the
blank provided for intended occupation he had attempted to spell
the word 'agriculture.' After falling to procure the right spelling,
he crossed out the word and in
its place inserted 'farmer,' spelled
•FRAMERV
According to Mr. Hof, the alumni have been helpful in acquainting the high school student with
the University. Alumni have acted
as Bowling Green representatives
at career day programs in cities as
distant as Rochester, N.Y., and
Chicago.
"If asked to identify BG's best
salesman, the immediate answer
would be the student," he said.
"Our student body is an impressive
one. They lack the beatnik element
and the snob element. They are
typical of the mid-American gal
and guy, and that in itself ii a
strong selling point."

AWS To Install
Officers April 6
An open installation of newly
elected officers for Association of
Women Students will take place
Wednesday, April 6, in the Alumni
Room of the Union.
Officers are: Diane Winter,
president; Judy Pierson, first vice
president; Mary Lynn Winter, second
vice
president;
Barbara
Schult, treasurer; Helinda Mathews, recording secretary; Jean
Hofstetter, corresponding secretary; Karen Wright, senior representative; Jan Hunter, junior
representative; and Peg Gillespie.
sophomore representative.

Announcement of the winner of the award and presentation of the rotating trophy
Newly elected officers of the
will be made during the interpledge class are: Karen Wilson,
mission of the closed formal. Each
president; Patti Kohn. vice presifraternity has selected a candidate. dent and social chairman; Jan
These candidates will attend a Schopfer, secretary; Dianna Ke1dinner at the Delta Zeta house lotrg, treasurer; and Sue Chambers,
tomorrow. Selection of the winning song chairman.
endidate will be based on personslity, activities on campus, and
scholarship.
Beta Gamma was host to repreAnother event of the evening sentatives of Beta Theta Pi, nawill be the announcement of the tional fraternity, March 21 and
Rose Couple, which is always a 22.
senior girl and her escort
They met in the hospitality
The officers elected by the Delta room of the Home Economics
Zeta pledge class are: Lenore
Bldg. to discuss the problems of
Llewellyn, preaident; Joan Van- a new fraternity and the possibiWyngarden, secretary; Sue Mclity of becoming an affiliate of
Beta Theta PI.
Bean, social chairman; and Joy
McPherson, charm chairman. The
Ft Kappa Alpha
pledge class has held work sessions
with Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Sigma
Betsey Schwenk, a Chi Omega
Chi, and Kappa Sigma.
pledge, was crowned the I960
The Delta Zetas held an ex- "Dream Girl" of Pi Kappa Alpha
change dinner with Delta Tau Friday night a" the annual Dream
Girl Dance at the Findlay Country
Delta March 16.
Club.
Alpha Chi Oawaa
President Jim l.enga introduced
Newly elected officers of Alpha
Chi Omega are: Bernie Palenchar, the nine other finalists in the contest and their escorts. Then the
president; Judy Pierson, first viceIH60 Dream Girl and her escort.
president; Phyllis Rider, second
vice president; Sally Grimes, re- Dick Coffin, were announced. Miss
cording secretary; Ruth Bender, Schwenk was presented with a docorresponding secretary; Ann zen red roses and an individual
Postle, treasurer; Marion Wood- trophy, as well as a rotating
ruff, warden; Cloya Scott, rush trophy. After the presentation,
chairman; Nancy Havas, house members of the fraternity serenadchairman; and Dec Bnlfa, social ed Miss Schwenk. The other Dream
Girl finalists were: Sue Roberts,
chairman.
Sue Hays, Donna Quigley, Myra
The Alpha Chi's had an exchange dinner March 18, with the Jo Prechtel, Jakie Bondy, Pat
Whiteman, Gwen Jones, Carolyn
Phi Kappa Psi's, and March 23
with Gamma Phi Beta. Dr. Virgin- Lonsway, and Kathy Myrbin.
ia Platt invited the junior class
to her home for a scholarship improvement dinner, March 17.

Miss Schwenk's picture will he
displayed in the Pike house with
the Dream Girls of the past.

Pinning Panned

Spring Has 'Sprung' At Last;
Amorous Greek Wins His Love
By Bob SchteMl
Spring, and a young Greek's fancy turns to . . . pinning.
Such is the case as the uncooperative snow begins to melt
in anxious preparation for the Chariot Race, the annual bike

'PEAN tJgL.LOvY£ WOULpLlKglUliCMOvU WHO 0rVN*Tr!t*
LlftVe ttXBI&N JOB ttSXBO IM THgHALLT*

Campus

Kaleidoscope

Comoro: Club — Two snortee on taking pictures. "Plciuree Clear and Sharp"
and 'Picture taking. Outdoors at Night."
aro being shown at 7 p.m. tonight In
tho Wayne ROOM of tho Union. Tom
Mann, chairman of tho ramna com
mlttee of tho Union Activities Organisation, said tho niOTtoo will gfl«* eimple
facts and holphil hints on iHil picture
taking.
Phi Alpha Theta—Dr. Chart** Amorlng*r. Instructor in history, will spoak
on an "Old and Now Look at Mexico"
at Ik* next opon m**tlng of Phi Alpha
Thotx history honor society, at 7:30
p.m.. Thursday. April 7. Tho mooting,
hold In tho Alumni Room of tho Union.
Is opon to tho public. Sltdos of Dr.
Amortngor's trips through Mexico will
bo shown and a discussion porlod will
follow.
Tau Rota Sigma—Tho following worn
on woro pledged to Tau Sola Sigma.
wem-n't band honorary. March 17:
Nancy Zuber. Judy Durllat, Janst Van
Tassel. Mary Shopard. Marilyn Gloason.
Pat Van Osdol. Virginia Wolfe. Nancy
Gongwor. Janice Towoy. and Poggy
McWUnams.
An Installation of officers was hold
March 23. with tho following woman
Installed: Martha McNutt. president:
Jano Sharer, vie* pr*«ld*nt; Erma Mor-

gan, socrotary; Carol* Suit on. treasurer;
Ruth Cigar, historian' and Ronnie ElHot, guard.
Sola Sola Seta Dr. Eugene Dicker
man. professor of biology and advisor to
Sola Be fa Beta, spoke on "Summer
Biological Stations" March 23.
German Club — The election of officers for nexi fall was held March 22.
In Goto Theatre.
Carl Schwobol. a lunior mi«oring in
Gorman, was elected to succeed Frits
Neumann as president of the organisation. Benno Wymar. from Dusseldorf.
Germany, was cloctsd rice psrsident.
and Lawrence Kruse, socrotary-treasurer.

I Pins to Pans I
Going . . .

Chris Hanson, Alpha Chi Onega,
pinned to Steve Phillips, Alpha
Tau Omega; Carol Toth, Delta
Gamma, to Bob McLean, Phi Delta Theta; and Sharon Smith, Chi
Omega, to Ray Ozmun, Alpha Tau
Onega.

Sana
l.arry Hill, Rodgers, engaged to
Marcia Hrewster, Harmon.

marathon, and other more amorous springtime festivities.
Archeologists have recorded the first fraternity-sorority
romance in the year 1960 B.U. (Before Umbrellas). It was
in this eventful year that a
better circles as being lavaliered.
young Spartan descended
Here, the letters of the young
from the academic Olympus of man's fraternity gently oscilate
pledge paddles and housemothers around the girl's neck, paying siand hopped on his six-cylinder lent homage to the fraternity's
steed, racing over to Sorority Row. founding fathers.
Following the few delicate moAfter filling out a personality card
at an exchange party, he eagerly
ments of bliss, experienced only
shoved his credentials into the by pinmates and fish sealers, the
nearest IBM machine, and was ennmoied twosome are linked by
promptly matched with a fair, the eternal bond of Greek romyoung damsel with Alpha to Ome- ance: the merging of Beta Beta
ga proportions.
Boola and Gamma Gamma Goo.
Looking like a decorated veteran
After an initial courtship of
of three world wars, the beamcoffee dates and wooing in the
ing young goddess proudly wears
Library (between the Reader's
the cluster of rubies, diamonds,
Guide and the thick dictionaries)
and miniature pearls that identithe young couple soon discovered
fy her sorority to "his" fraternity.
an intimacy second only to a Dear
Such is the warm, tender, and
Abby column. After consultation pulsating story of Oswald Zeus snd
with his big brother and the fraPandora Plots. As the sun is slowternity cook, it is decided yonder
ly sinking in the Nest, we leave
Pandora Plots is the goddess for
the ecstatic young couple as they
the bronzed (or rather, Man-Tan- are about to enter the Book Store
ned) Greek God.
to purchase their first pair of his
Prior to the actual pinning the and her tennis shoes, both dyed
young couple fill the void created the appropriate shade of gray.
by social pressure by a sort of
Who said that Greece was a
romantic apprenticeship, known in fallen empire?

WHY WORK FOR 154 PER HOUR?

You Don't Need A
Detective To Find A
Complete Line Of
Dairy Products.

**

INVESTIGATE

University1 Dairy
Phone 5386

Your Easter greeting
expressed in tasteful
design and thoughtful
rhyme . . .

vif

PUT YOUR TIME TO BETTER USE

LAUNDRY "X"
MACHINE
SOAP
DRYER (Most Loads)

College Laundromat

20c
10c
... 20c

MACHINE
SOAP
DRYER

65c
00c
00c

50c
YOUR TIME

85c

15c

85c

|

Plus FREE folding

— Shirt* and BmH* Finished —

Easter Cards
There's a Hallmark
Easter card specially
designed for each of
your friends and loved
ones. You can choose
from religious themes,
cute bunnies for children, as well as modern Contemporary
cards.

ALSO COMPARE YOUR DRY CLEANING PRICES
If You Want Your Clothe. Cleaned and Free Of Soap. Make Ui Your Laundry

College Laundromat and Dry Cleaners
USE. Court Strawt

BOWBB?

Green. Ohio

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
-IN THE UNION—
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Credit Union Presents
Series Of Programs

Calendar Of Events
Tussdar. starch 21. I*
Wood County HOBO Demonstration
Council Meeting
Don wood cad
Ohio Suite
)0:M a.sa.-12:30 p.m. Counsslor Training. Fio^n—
__
Harrison-Warns Room*
11 a.n.-li Noon Newman Club Religion Clems
—
. ..Woenes.'. Oym
11 a.m.-ll Noon Army 1IOTC Drill
11 a.m.-12 Noon Lutheran Student. Association Msettnej ...
— - -...PofTT Booen
FT..! Chapel
J:*0- S:00 p.m. LSA Counseling.
—....
3:30- 4:10 p.m UCT Rsllgion Courts
Warm I
Ohio Suite
3:30 5:00 p m. Campus Fsllowshlp Committee 'Hnm"
Oat* Thealre
3:30-10:00 p.m University Theatre Rehearsal
Roiry Room
4:00 5:00 p.m. DAO Houss Rsrslcee Committee Meeting
T.fl Room
4:00- 3:00 p.m. AW5 Legislates hoard Mlllll
Fro«t Chapel
4:30- 5:00 p m. Inter Varsity Christlon rellowBhip
Natatorlum
Swan Club Rohoaioal
t:M p.m.
Wayne Room
7:00- 1:30 p.m. UAO Camora Coenmltme Pirn
Main Aud
7:00-11:00 p.m. University Thoatro Rshsumal
Cnm* on
0:00-11:00 p.m. Alpha Doha PI All-Campus Sorooado
*:** a.sa.- 4 p.m.

W.dn..day. March 30. IM
United Christian r.llow.hip Meeting
"Csbun" Hour
Boohi and Co||oo
University Thoatro Rehearsal
UAO HOUM Service* Commlttoo Meeting
Inter-Vanity Christian rollowohlp Prayer
Presbyterian College Choir Roboaroal
Swan Club Rehearsal
p.m. 1FC PanHsl Social Commlttoo M.oting
p.m. Marketing Sominar
p.m. Philosophy Club Meeting
pm. Chomkcal Journal Club Mooting,
p.m. University Thoatro Rehearsal
p.m. Gamma Doha Lonlon Vespers
p.m Collegiate Choralo. Baroque Coneort

3:30- 4:15
1:10- 5:00
3:10- 3:00
3:30-10:00
4:00- 5:00
4:10- 3:00
1:15- 7:00
• :30 p.m.
4:30 7:10
7:00. 1:0*
7:00- «:00
7:00- 1:10
7:00-11:00
7:30- 1:30
1:15-10:00

p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

7:00- 1:00
I a.tn - 5
2:10- 4:30
3:00 4:00
3.JO 5:00
3:30 10:00
4:00- 1.00
4:K 3:00
1:00- 1:00
1:13- 4:45
1:10 p.m.
OllO- 7:10
1:10- 7:30
7:00- 1:00
7:00 11:00
7:10 p.m
7:10- 1:30
1:15 10:00

cm.
p.m
p.m.
p m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p m

Pro.l Chapol
...White Dogwood Rsom
Ohls Suits
Oats Thoatro
Parry
.
Proal Chapol
•rout Chapol
Natatorlum
.. Teft Beans.
a y no Room
River Room
140 C-rorman Hall
Nabs Asm.
.Prout Chapol
■ocHal MaU. Music Rldq.

Thursday. March 11. 1M0
Prout Chapol
Unitod Christian r.llow.hip Morning Dorollon.
Tafl and River Bums
Nationwide Insuranco Co. Messing Lunch.
Wayne Beom
LSA Coll.. Hour
Capitol Room
Meeting of Housomothsrs
River Room
General Ori.nlatkon Commlttoo Meeting
Gam Thsatrs
University Thoatro Rshsarsal (stags sol)
Psrry-Crofhom Rooms
UAO Board 0| Director. Mooting
Prsul Chapsl
Intsr Varsity Christian Fsllowshlp
Rotary Dinn.t Mooting
Whlto Dojwood
Prout Chapol
Christian Science Church Sor.lt.
Slud.nt Cabins! M.otlng
Rsom 1. Oats Thoatro
—
Capitol Room
p.m. DCr Council Mooting
Rive. Room
P m. Porshlnq Rills. Meeting
>M South Hall
p.m. Xappa Mi Epsllon—Mathsmatics Hslp smmmsR
Main And.
p.m. UnWsrslly Theatre Rohoarsal
Pish Doawssd
1CSU Crodlt Union Mooting
.1*1 and 111 Music Blag
p.m. Wood County Festival Rohoarsal
Annual
Swan
Club
Show
Natatorlum
p.m

Trlday. April
1N0
.no-Act Play Fs
rostltral
Got. Thoatro
I a-m.-lO p.m. High School Ono-Act
AO Houso Sarvtca Commlttoo Mooting
Porry
4:M- 3:00 p.m. UAC
4 p.m.-12 p.m. Sun. UCF Spring Rstioat
Canp Onload. Mich.
5:00- 7:00 p.m. Psrshlng Rlflss Banqust
..Dog stood Suits
0:00- 1:00 p.m. Intsr Varsity Christian Fsllowshlp Mooting
Harrison-Wayne Rooms
7:00 p m.
Univorslly Thsatrs "Sill of Ons Acts''
Galo Thoatro
7:00 11:00 p.m. Campus Movie— Little World of Don Camilla" and
'TUfo'ro AU Murdorors"
Moan Aud.
1:15-10:00 p.m. Annual Swan Club Show
Natatorlum
• p.m.- 1 a.m Army ROTC Military Sail
Grand Ballroom
Saturday. April L 1M0
Proloct Exhibit, for Scl.nc. Day
Mosoloy
Labs, Ororman Hal]
and Labs
• OJL> 1 p.m. High School ono act play Fostival
Goto Theatre
0 a.m - 4 p m ludg. Meetings and Rriof for Sci.ncs Show
Main And.
1:10-11:10 a.m. lib Annual Bo.in... Education Conforonco
Gonoral Moorings
Grand Ballroom
II a.m - 1 p.m. Ith Anuual Buslnsss Education Conforonco
Soctlanal Mootings
Alumni. Ohio. Pink Dogwood
11:30 a.m.- 1:10 p.m. 1th Annual Businoss Ed. Conforonco Lunch
Whlto Dogwood
10 a.m.-ll Noon 1TC Executive Mooting
Tafl Room
11 Noon
Reporting of Mid Torm Grados
12 Noon- 2 p.m. Sigma Alpha Eta Slat. Day
Historical Sulto
1:00- 5:00 p.m. Coneort Rand Rohoarsal
Grand Rallroom
Bassbal! Gams
rindlay. Ohio
5.30- 1:00 p.m. Sigma Alpha Epsllon Alumni Reception
and Banquol
Alumni Room and Dogwood Sulto
7:00-11:00 p.m. Campus Movls—"Wo'ro All Murdorors" and
"Little World of Don Camilla"
Main Aud.
1:15-10:00 p.m. Annual Swan Club Show
,„
Natatorlum
• p.ra.-12:30 am. Alpha Chi Omega Hawaiian Party
BQ Country Club
0 p.m.- I a.m. Delta Zsta Ross Ball Annual Formal
PembervUle Lacrlon Hall
1:10 p.m 12:30
1:30 a.m.
Phi Rappa Tau Dn
Girl Formal
rindlay Country Club
7:10 ami p.m.

The first of 3 programs, entitled "Wills and Estates,"
will be presented by the University Credit Union as a service
to its members and friends, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, in the
Pink Dogwood Room of the Union.
The topic will be discussed by Robert Riegle, assistant
professor of business administration.
The second program, "In- (lalen Stutsman, associate professurance," will be discussed by sor of business education, who was
Wi'bur Abell, associate professor insttumrntal in founding the
of business administration, April group, became its firrt president.

-NOW. IT IS MY CONTENTION"'—ROT Manrln. IO dohaler. I. Man making a
point tor Ik* aftlrmatl.s la Friday night's dsbals agcdul Wo.lorn Reserve
University. Fisd Fsrnandsi toamod with Marvin in Ihs nondscislon dsbals hsld
In Iho Ohio Suits) of iho Union.

Academic Affliction

Midterm Malignity Manifests
Myriad Mental Malfunctions
By Skip Ferderb.r

Of the many delightful features that are offered at our
University, one feature stands out as being particularly brilliant in its scope and importance to the members of the student body, not to mention the love and affection this event
inspires in the hearts of all. I refer, of course, to Midterms.
This two-syllable phrase brings to mind such inspiring things
as trying to get books out of
7:46V»—Get out of bed, Ret
the Library, attempting to get washed, showered, dressed.
ciass excuses

from

the

hospital,

late hours, headaches, nnd banking
out

during comparRtive

anatomy

tests. To the efficiency-minded, 1
offer this timetable in the hope
that it can inspire everyone to
net a 3.75 for a mid-term estimate.
7 a.m.—Wake up.
7:01—Turn over and say, "I
REFUSE to get up . . . I'm sick."
7:46—Wake up ago in.

7:4H—(let nut of your room anil
gel to class.
8 a.m. tn noon—Go to class.
12:03—Run back to dorm and
try to (ret some food. (Of course,
you KNOW all the food has been
eaten and that you will starve,
but you've Rot to play the game.)
12:20—Stop eating; the leather
soles of your shoes and Ret to
class.
12:30—Resume classes.
4:30—Your roommate comes to
drag you out of your seat. You
just had a test that you know you
flunked, but you're hoping.
4:46—Go to the Nsst and ask,
"What tests have you got tomorrow?"
6 p.m.—Eat.
5:03—Get books and rush to Library.
5:06—Stand in line for Library
books.
0:35—Receive books.
0:40—Go
study.

back

to

room

and

7 p.m.—Watch television.

presenting

Jtk
•■ ii

•-

i i. ■ 11

■ ii i> • .■ . .i i. •■
i i i « i I : I I I I i iii

HI

ill

' Ever sine* our doors were first opened to the
public we hove been catering to the vagaries
and moods of masculine fashion without turning out our patrons' pockets. The polish attendant upon a gentleman may well be acquired
here with much pleasure. Inhabiting our springtime stocks is a plethora of elegance the like of
which could never have been assembled before
this year of nineteen-hundred-and-sixty. Consider this a cordial invitation from the management to inspect these garments admirably
suited to the elegant life.
Deansgale Natural Shoulder Suits 3948 to 55JX)
Chester Laurie Sport Coats
27J0-29.98
Plymouth and Baracuta Rainwear 19.95 to 29.95
Button-down or Tab Collar Dress Shirts
5X0
Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
4X0 to 5X8
Silk Repp or Velour Ties
2X0
Baracuta Jackets—3 Styles
18X5 to 28.50
Sperry-Topsider White Canvas Oxford 8X5

11:30—Look at watch and realise that your test in English is
tomorrow and you've got to read
13 chapters before 8 a.m. tomorrow.
6 a.m.—Go to bed.
7 a.m.—Start all over again.
7:50—Walk into class, unless
you can't, in which case get your
head resident up and he'll push
you in the right direction. Hang
directions on a card around your
neck and hope that you'll be passed
into your Beat.
7:59—Prop your eyelids open
with toothpicks and look around.
8 a.m.—Realize that it's Tuesday, NOT Wednesday. On Tuesday, you don't have classes until
12:30.
8:01—#@%4« . . .

ODK Will Send Six Men
To Detroit Convention
The
Omicron
Delta
Kappa
Province Conference will be held
at Wayne State University Friday
and Saturday, April 1 and 2.
Bowling Green will send six delegates to the convention, which will
be attended by ODK members from
Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. The
Bowling Green delegates will be
chosen this week.
Dr. Lloyd A. Helms, dean of the
. Graduate
School
and
national
treasurer of ODK, will apeak at
the convention luncheon April 2.

Ifa hist a nice little drive
To a nice little Restaurant
For that real horns cooked
food

/fs The

Trio Restaurant
a
Horns made pis 20c
Coffee 5c
Be Seelna You

28. Dr. Gilbert Cook, professor of
business admini tration, will lend
the ('iscussion at the final program,
OS "Family Finances," scheduled
(01 May 20.
The credit Union now has 88
members.
The first meeting of the slatechaitered union was held in Jsnuary, 1058, to plan the group. Dr.

AED Delegates
At Convention
Jerry Guy, Bill Palmer. Beinadette Simko, and Nnncy Felt are
the University's delegates to the
national convention of Alpha Kp*iInn Delta, pre-medical honorary
society. The convention will be
held April 7 through I at the Univeisity of Louisville.
Highlights of the event will include an adtlress by Ward Darley,
executive director of the Association of Medical Colleges, and a
tour of the Louisville hospital, medical, and dental schools.
At the last meeting of AKD,
hsld March 24, Dr. Carl W. Hallbeig, adviser of the group, led a
discussion on the number of students who are interested in medicine hut are discouraged from entering the field because of the fear
of financial difficulty.
Dr. Ilallberg pointed out that
man} students with high potential
were missing an opportunity in a
medical career because they were
not aware of the present financial
assistance offered by the medical
schools. According to Dr. Ilallberg,
today's medical students are provided with more scholarships and
more opportunity for financial aid
than ever before.
The forthcoming ntee.in':s of
AKD are being planned to provide
stimulating and informative leclures antl programs for those students presently enrolled in premed nnd those interested in the
field, said Dr. Ilallberg.
Membership in the national AKD
organization is open to students
who are majoring in any area of
pre-med, and who meet the scholastic requirement. However, membership in the local chapter is
open to anyone who is interested
in entering the medical profession.

University Players
Gain 65 Members
Sixty-five students have earned
membership in University Players
through their completion of last
semeRter'R work in the theater.
University Players has three degrees of membership: apprentice,
requiring 25 quality points, six of
which must be technical; assistant,
requiring 50 quality points, twelve
of which must be on technical work
or work with two different assignments; and associate, requiring 75
quality points, eighteen of which
must be in technical work on three
different assignments.
Quality points are given to the
students through the work they do
on plays connected with the University Theater program. Students
are rated by the crew head of the
technical crew they are working on
and by the director of the play
which they are cast in.
Those holding degrees of membership are: Apprentice: Kay Ballmer, Linda Cory, Judy Creason,
David
Campbell,
Connie
Dick,
Barb Gaines, Gretchen Goldinger,
Fred Indermauer, Gerald Levy,
Doug Palmer, Shirley Pimlott, Joe
Shafer, Ron Sherer, Dale Stephens,
Fred Stumpo, Peg Sullifan, Chuck
Siabo, Wayne Ward, Barb Walters, Jack Weisheit, Carolyn Bradley, San Merrick, and Gay Baldwin. Assistant: John Bell, Barry
Cobb, Sue Ericksen, Skip Ferderber, Mike Fink, Lynn Griffith,
Dottle
Hayes, Jan
Hofstetter,
Sandra Hablitzel, Diana Kithcart,
Bernie Mainz, Joan Niemes, John
Petrie, Ann Peeler, Gail Peery,
Glen Schmidt, Gini Seaborn, Robin
Ward, Nancy Whoelock, Donna
White, and Dorothy Wittes. Associate: Louis Bove, Wanda Chynoweth, Lois Derrough, Judy Edwards, LosDelle Gerlach, Nan Holloway,
Audeen
Matiscik,
Ron
O'Leary, Becky Kurber, Judy Lisy,
Carol Quimby, Bert Ronke, Jan
Stash, Nancy Trailer, Barb Uhl,
Bruce Wagner, Bobbi Wolfer, and
Bobbi Yackel.

A 3 per cent dividend for members was declared at the second
annual meeting of the credit union earlier this year. This is the
first dividend that has been der'ared since the union's organisation.
BSJBJBB>I

The credit union is open to a'l
faculty members, administrative
staff members, nnd full-time employees of the University. To helong, one needs only to purchase
at least one $5 share of stock.
The union is organised on a
deposit-and-borrow system. Any
one member may purchase as
many shares of stock as he wishes,
up to 10 per cent of the total
members'
share
account.
This
money is then available for loans
to members.
Applications for lonns up to
$150 on the borrower's signature
alone may be made to the credit
committee:
Mrs.
Ruth
White,
Treadway
Hall
head
resident;
Prof. Lewis Manhart, business administration department; and Cordic Kidgeway, office assistant.
This committee reviews the applications antl makes loans, at the
rate of 1 per cent interest a month
on the unpaid balance.
Money that is not loaned out is
divided. This amounts to about 6
per cent of the total amount paid
into the union. Twenty per cent
of this excess is retained by the
credit union to cover losses, and
80 per cent may be used for member dividends.
Elections
The officers arc elected on a
rotating basis. At the first e'ection,
the terms were set for one, two,
and three years. Thus, only one
new officer is elected at each annual meeting. These officers serve
without pay an a Board of Trustees, with the exception of the treasurer, whn may be paid.
The Board of Directors meets
once a month, as does the supervisory committee, which audits
the hooks. The present supervisory
committee is composed of Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke, professor of business administration; Donald T.
Ilindc, maintenance officer; and
Dr. Melvin Hyman, director of the
speech and hearing clinic. The
books also are audited once a year
by the state of Ohio.
The group is associated with the
Credit Union National Association,
which holds insurance for the depositors.
In the past year, the present 72
members have more than doubled
their share account, and the loans
made by the credit committee have
more than doubled, according to
Charles B. Smith, instructor in business education.
The board of directors serving
for the coming year includes: Dr.
Stutsman, president; Dr. Jacqueline Timm, associate professor of
political science, vice president;
Mr. Smith, treasurer; Wilbur J.
Abell, associate professor of business administration, assistant treasurer; and Dr. Elfreda Rusher,
assistant professor of business
education, secretary.

Speech Profs Study
Language Development
Dr. George Herman, assistant
professor of speech, and Dr. H. H.
Bloomer of the University of Michigan presently are engaged in a
research project involving a test
of language development in children.
"The results of our research work
should enable the public school
therapist to administer a quicker,
more thorough language development test than the formal ones
now being used," stated Dr. Herman.
He explained that the research
project on language development
is based on the Woodill ActionAgent test, which tests the vocabulary development of the child up
to the 5-year level.
"We are attempting to extend
thia vocabulary testing method to
the 14-year level," he said.
"Our vocabulary test recently
was given to children through the
sixth-grade level in the city schools
of Shelby, by Miss Marguerite Wllcox," he added.
Miss Wilcox, a former graduate
student at Bowling Green, is grade
supervisor for the Shelby schools.
"We started this project on language development in 1658. We
hope that oar final teat* will be
completed within the next year,''
stated Dr. Herman.
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Faculty Members Write, Travel, Speak, Study
4 To Attend Conference In Cincinnati
The annual Conference for College Composition and Communication will be held Thursday through
Saturday at the Netherland Hilton
Hotel in Cincinnati, according to
Dr. Howard O. Brogan, chairman
of the English department.
Attending from Bowling (ireen
wi'l be Dr. Dorothy E. Mnulton,
assistant professor of English; Dr.
Alma J. Payne, associate professor of English; Miss Beryl M. Parrish, assistant professor of English;
and Dr. Fredrie Mashack, instructor in English.
The program will include workshops which will concentrate on
improving the teaching methods
of composition and communication
in colleges.
Although the meeting primurily
is concerned with English, psychiatrists, sociologists, and journalists also will attend, said Dr. Brogan.
Dr. KaiUn
For the past two years, Edward
.1. Karlin, instructor in biology,
has spent his summers studying
the recolonization of burned areas
liy land snails. He has received
grants from Sigma Xi and from
the American Philosophical Society to aid in his study.
It is known that snails are not
usually found around coniferous
trees, hut w.hen a patch of evergreen is burned over, aapen usually
replacs it. SnHils invariably arc
found with this deciduous growth.
"There are two possible reasons
why snails will appear in deciduous
forest areas, but not in coniferous
ones," said Dr. Karlin.
The most likely possibility is
that actually there are snails in
evergreens, spruce, and fir. When
a bumed-out area is regrown with
aspen, the negligible number of
snails will thrive on these leaves
and multiply rapidly.
The second possibility is that
the snails are transported by some
means. They may cling to the
feathers of birds or attach themselves to salamanders or other animals.
During his work in Montana and
Colorado, Dr. Karlin hus found
specimens never recorded before.
They are preserved in the Museum
of Zoology at the University of
Michigan, considered by zoologists
to be one of the top three such
museums in the country.
Dr. Slanaq*. Dr. TuliW
Dr. Sherman M. Stanagr and
Dr. Tom H. Tuttle. of the philosophy department, attended the
eleventh annual meeting of the
Metaphysical Society of America,
March IX and 19, at the University
of Notre Dame. South Bend, Ind.
The major themes disrussed during the meeting included the metaphysical assumptions underlying
the concepts of experience, being,
reality, and values, and the implications of these assumptions for
modern philosophy, science, and
the arts.
A number of the foremost philosophers in America attended this
meeting. Among them were: Prof.
Richard McKeon of the University
of Chicago; Prof. John Herman
Randall Jr., Columbia University;
Prof. Paul Weiss, Yale University;
Prof. Charles Hartshornc, Emory
University; Prof. Stephen Toulmin, Oxford University, and others
representing a wide area of American philosophy.
ProfMsor Manharl
Lewis F. Manhart. professor of
business administration and a past
president of the American Marketing Association, attended the
organization's meeting March 23,

at the Plantation Inn in Maumee.
The group is made up of professional men in northwestern Ohio
who are in the academic and business areas of marketing.
Professor Manhart is chairman
of the education committee of the
association. "Its purpose is to help
promote education in the field of
management at Toledo University
and Bowling Green State University," he said.
Professor Manhart was a guest of
the DeVilbiss Company of Toledo,
at a meeting of the Motor Equipment Manufacturing Association,
yesterday. The purpose of the
meeting was the assembling of credit managers of manufacturing
firms to discuss delinquent account procedures.
Dr. Latham
Dr. James P. Latham, assistant
professor of geography, pursued
research investigations at the
photographic interpretation laboratories of the U.S. Army's Snow,
Ice, and Perma-frost Research Establishment
in
Evanston,
III,
March I and ft.
He was accompanied by Dr.
Albert Dawc, chief scientist for
the Midwest Rranch of the Office
of Naval Research, which is sponsoring Dr. Latham's work on development of new methodology for
geographic HnslytlB,
Dr. Robc.t Froet, who directs
the installation, and several of
his staff members participated in
an evaluation of the possibilities
of scanning and analyzing aerial
photographs by means of the
elect ionic system that Dr. Latham
is studying here. Two student assistants, Robert Super and Charles
Murray, are employed part-time on
the research activity.
Dr. Roi»nb»rq

A research investigation by Dr.
Benjamin Rosenberg and Dr. Brian
Sutton-Smith, assistant professors
of psychology, is reported in the
March issue of the Journal of
Genetic Psychology.
The research involved a comparison of masculine and feminine preferences in play activities relating
t*» some early, classic studies of
gifted children. The findings indicate a marked shift in preferences
in children, with girls tending to
prefer more masculine-type games
than was the case in the 1920s. The
authors speculate that this change
is consonant with the changes in
adult sex role identification noted
currently by psychologist* and
sociologists.
Dr. Rabin

Dr. Bernard Rabin, assistant
professor of education, has returned from Washington, D.C.,
where he attended the Fifteenth
annual convention of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, last week. Prior
to the convention, he was present
at meetings of the organization's
appraisal and plans committee, of
which he is n member.
The association is a major national education group composed
of public school curriculum workers and college and university
faculty members concerned with
public school curricula. The committee is responsible for assessing
and developing long-range policies
and plans for the organization.
Professor Moadcll
Maurice I. Mandell, associate
professor of business administration, is among 66 men from a 23state area who have been asked to
evaluate the first decade of India-

na University's doctor of business
administration program.
Meeting on the Bloom ington
campus March 18 and 19, the evaluation panel—all alumni of the
Indiana University doctoral program — described the D.B.A.
study in light of their professional
experiences since graduation.
Dr. Easterly
Dr. N. William Easterly, instructor in biology, has been selected to participate in a National
Science Foundation Summer Institute program at the Marine Laboratory of the University of Oregon,
at Charleston, Ore. The work will
consist of a regular summer course
in marine biology, covering both
animals and plants.
Expenses of participants will be
paid by the National Science Foundation. Date of the Institute is
June 20 through Aug. 12.
Industrial Arts
The faculty members of the industrial arts department will travel to Columbus for the Ohio Industrial Arts Convention, from
Thursday through Saturday. The
Neil House will host the convention.
"The primary purpose of the
convention is the exchange of
ideas between instructors and the
promotion of new methods in
teaching," said James L. Hill,
chairman of the industrial arts department.
Dr. Meurv*
A group of University foreign
students were guests at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Frank Meserve,
March 4.
Discussions were held about foreign lands and peoples. Dr. Meserve took the students on a tour
of his home to show them his collections of antiques.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Miles and
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Hamilton also
attended the party.

Dr. Lonaworlh
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, chairman of the sociology department,
will present a paper Monday, April
4, at the opening session of the
National Invitational Conference
of Family Leaders at Ohio State
University.
Dr. Longworth has chosen the
topic "Family Research." There
will be approximately 300 persons
at the conference.
Dr. Tucker

Dr. Duane E. Tucker, assistant
professor of speech, has been invited to present a paper at the
Central States Speech Association
meeting April 8 and 9, in Chicago.
Dr. Tucker will talk on rhetorical criticism of the 1966 Oregon
senatorial campaign between Senator Wayne Morse and the late
Douglas McKay, former secretary
of the interior.
ProfHior Whilw.r
Professor Eloise Whitwer was
elected secretary of the Ohio College Biology Teachers Association
at its meeting on March 6, at Denison University. Miss Whitwer is
associate professor of biology at
Bowling Green, where she coordinates work in the beginning biology
courses. She has been active in
regional meetings of teachers of
biology.
Mr. Rich
Charles C. Rich, instructor in
Keology, traveled to Lexington,
Ky. Thursday to attend a meeting of the southeast section of the
Geological Society of America.
He attended a meeting "f the
east central section of the National Association of Geology Teachers
Friday and extended an invitation
for this section to meet at Bowling Green next year.
Saturday
he took a
field
trip with the Geological Society
across centra) Kentucky, from Lexington to Mammoth Cave.

530 East Wooster

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you believe in the
theories thai Shakespeare was actually
cither Marlowe or Bacon?
Liiglish Major

<o>

<C*

Dear Dr. Frood: Whenever 1 am with
girls, I stutter. Frankly, I think it is
because my parents never told me about
the birds and the bees. What can I do?
A. W. Shucks

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a very serious
personal problem. I am secretly engaged
to three students here. Just between you
and n«, however, they are all fools. I
really love a certain Professor Bowdley,
who is married. What should 1 do?
Needless to say, this letter is not for
publication.
,,.„.
_
Millivolt Twredlty

At Our Selections And

SPECIAL BOOK SALE

To Singles And Albums

Priced from 10c up
A LARGE VARIETY OF

All Sizes .... Several Colors
A Variety of Styles

126 E. Wooster

Jackets

Dear Millicent: Your secret is safe with
me. I've left strict instructions not to print
our correspondence. Confidentially, however, you'll never get Bowdley. I wrote
Mrs. Bowdley about the situation, m
order to advise you better, and she says
Professor Bowdley is too old for you.

AT

Bigolow
Music Shoppe

Sweatshirt*

Sutton-Smith's Book

Sold In Book Store
"The Games of New Zealand
Children," a book by Dr. Brian
Sutton-Smith, assistant professor
of psychology, is now on sale at
the University book store.
"The primary purpose of this
work was to put on record the
games of New Zealand children.
The organization and assessment
of the data presented in the book
were carried out while Dr. SuttonSmith was a Research Fellow at
the Institute of Child Welfare, at
the University of California.
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> See "Shaktsprart Ifoi a Grope Squeezer,"
by Dr. frood, Frood Publljhlni Comemy.'eO.
C» T. C:

Dear Dr. Frood: Whenever I put my
Lucky down, my roommate picks it up
and finishes it. How can I stop him?
Put Upon
Dear Put: Light both ends.

•&•
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Dear Dr. Frood: I am just a little bit
worried about exams. I have not attended
any classes this semester. I have not
done any reading, either. I must be in
Aiken for the polo matches until the dsy
before exams and, of course, will be
unable to study. Any suggestions?
Buzzy
Dear A. W.: You had better read some
books on the subject. I especially recommend Mildred Twiddle's "The Bees Are
Your Friends," and Agnes Model's
"Songs in the Treetops."
■St
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Dear Dr. Frood: Is there any accepted
method for determining the academic
ratings of American universities and
/.K.tap

Dear I. V.: Of course. Simply take the
total number of graduates and divide
by money.

LOOK

LISTEN

air stream put into vibration at the
vocal cords in the larynx. This vibration echoes in the cavities of
the mouth, throat, and nose and
is formed into words by the lips,
teeth, tongue, and palate. In
speech after a laryngectomy, the
air must be put into vibration
somewhere else, hut the rest of
the speaking process remains the
same."
Dr Hyman stated that a followup is planned on the people who
will use the manual. "We want to
see how well their speech has develeped and the intelligibility of
their speech as compared with the
trained esophageal speaker."
Mrs. Margot Shaski Keller, a
former Bowling (ireen graduate
student and present speech therapist at St. Rita's Treatment Center
in Lima, helped write the manual.

««>
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In At Our Store And
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The manual, which is accompanied by a recording, will be
used by laryngectomees who are
unable to take lessons from a
qualified speech therapist or who
can do so only once in awhile. The
i^^!,,
manual contains
12 lessons in
esop h a g e a 1
speech, the method of speaking used by a
laryngectomee.
The
recording, which is a
duplication
of
the manual, enables the patient to hear
Hrmm
what another
esophageal speaker sounds like.
Jack Ranny. executive secretary
of the International Association
of Laryngectomees, made the 10inch-long recording.
During a laryngectomy operation, the larynx is removed and
the passhgeway to the lungs is closed off to prevent food and water
from entering the lungs. The windpipe is brought forward to the
opening in the neck and the esophagus remains connected to the
mouth.
"The loss of speech caused by
this life-saving operation is a temporary handicap which can be
overcome by diligent continued
practice in a new method of speaking," said Dr. Hyman.
He continued, "In speech before
a laryngectomy, a person has the

Dear English: All rot. I have done considerable research on the subject and can
prove that Marlowe was actually Bacon,
and that Bacon (who was a bit of a ham)
■sa, in reality, Marlowe, and that Shakespeare, an itinerant grape squeezer who
could neither read nor write, was, in fact,
Queen Klizabcth.i

STOP

Phone 37732

hearing clinic.

A Foolproof Method for
Rating Your College

"

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE

"After receiving letters of request from persons who
live as far away as South Africa for some type of instructional
material that would teach a laryngectomee (one who has had
his voice box removed) how to speak, I wrote the manual,
"How to Speak Again" which will be published sometime next
month," said Dr. Melvin Hyman, director of the speech and

Lucky Strike's Dr. brood reveals

CO e8eS?

For All The Students
All The Time

Hyman Writes Speech Manual
For Instructing Laryngectomees

Dear Buzzy: Do you think professors'
hearts are made of stone? Just tell them
what you told me. I am sore they will
understand, and if they don't excuse you
altogether from exams, they certainly win
arrange some nice little oral quiz you caa
take at your leisure later on in the summer.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCq AMD TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
Product of iXfccrfimcon Jo&tm-Kayimny — tAtate* is our middle name

